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The session today… 

Times of change/ secondary school transition can be unsettling –
what to look out for.

How we can support our children with their emotional wellbeing and 
help them to manage difficult feelings

Know what to look for and where to get help to support child with 
anxiety & Low mood.

Resources



What do we 
know



Transition to High School
• Times of change can be unsettling 

for most people

• Moving to high school includes 
worries about practical changes, 
academic changes and friendship 
changes. It is normal to feel anxious 
at this time but can sometimes 
continue. 

• Combined with puberty and 
hormonal changes happening in the 
body moving to high school can be 
overwhelming



What is a mental health problem?

We all have good days and bad days, but when negative thoughts and 
feelings start to affect our daily life and stop us doing the things we enjoy, 
or our ability to feel ok, this means we probably need some support with 
our mental health.

For example, nearly everyone gets anxious before an exam or being in a 
new situation But if we feel anxious all the time, constantly worrying that 
the worst could happen, and this stops us sleeping well or meeting up with 
friends, we might benefit from some help.



Definition of mental health

“A state of well-being in which every 
individual realizes his or her own potential, 
can cope with the normal stresses of life, can 
work productively and fruitfully, and is able to 
make a contribution to her or his community.”

World Health Organisation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What we might see in our child:Sleeping well, eating well, socilising, bouncing back from mistakes. Feeling they belong in school, learn from challenge of moving to new school. Face the challenges of change. 



Mental health in children & Young people



Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Mental Health of Children and Young People Survey, published by NHS Digital: https://digital.nhs.uk/data-and-information/publications/statistical/mental-health-of-children-and-young-people-in-england/2017/2017.Anxiety, depression PTSD (emotional disorders)



Mental health in children & 
Young people

Among 6 to 16 year olds with a probable mental disorder, 

• 68.3% sought help from education services, 
• 45.7% from friends and family, 
• 37.9% from health services 
• 35.2% had used online or telephone support; 
• 15.6% said they had not sought help from any of these sources. 



How to recognise 
mental health 
problems



• Prolonged low mood

• Hopelessness, guilt

• Loss of energy, lack of 
responsiveness

• Difficulty concentrating

• Loss of confidence

• Agitated, angry

• Thinking of suicide 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Look for changes in sleep (more or less), Sadness / irritabilityStatements about themselvesChanges in socialising (withdraw / alcohol drug use)Can be difficult to catch in its early stages. Can act in ways that make the disorder worse. Keep themselves to isolated. Disorganised – leaves you feeling exhausted and all tasks feel too muchHygeiene – zaps all energy – might be seen as lazy and could be exhaustingStruggling with sleep – either too much or too little Catastrophising – plays tricks on your mind and start to look out for bad things to confirm your thinkingTerrible eating habits – too much or too little. Lack of motivation – steals interest – past time activities no longer interest youEvading your problems – ignore or set aside – but will continue to pile upFeeling guilty  & self hatred – leads to development of self esteem issues Living in fear – fear terrible things will happen to them – can lead to sabotage situation or reject opportunities 



• Excessive worry, 
restlessness

• Panic, confusion,

• Dread, avoidance, 
compulsive behaviour

• Sweating, nausea, 
chest pains

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Future orientated fear – avoid anything that could trigger a stress response. Common but highly treatable. Might not realise they are suffering anxiety: 1) Trouble making eye contact.2) Self conscious (way you look, walk, eat etc3))Easily upset or irritated, frequent mood swings,4) panicky and easily startled. 5) Perfectionist tendency difficulty making decisions, over think past conversations (over analysis other person), 6) Always making your self busy – as sitting still can make them feel restless and on edge, talk self- 7) self down, lot of negative thoughts (pessimistic) over even the minor inconveniences (catastrophic thinking), 8) Somatic systems – HFR, clenched jaw, sweating. 



What helps



How to help your child start 
talking

Find an activity as lots of YP find it easier to talk when while doing 
something . It Gives them something to do with their hands

Feels less like a ‘big chat’ and is more natural

Ideas for activities:
• Walk
• Drive
• Bake
• Share music
• Draw / colour together
• Out for coffee
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Conversation starters

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Starting a conversation can be difficult, especially if you’re worried that your child is having a hard time. It doesn’t matter what topic the conversation starts with – it’s about the opportunity it gives you both to talk about feelings and to provide comfortBut even though you can’t fix everything when your child is struggling, you can make them feel seen and understood – and this in itself can make them feel more able to cope.You might be worried about making things worse or saying the wrong thing. If this is the case, try to remember that your child doesn't need you to always get it right - they just need to know you're there.



Conversation starters

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Knowing that someone is trying to figure out what is going on for them is the most important thing and helpful. Not about finding the solution but about containing their feelings- need to know they are accepted and loved not matter how they are feeling 



Active Listening

• Pay attention 
• Validate their feelings
• Acknowledge their experience
• Ask open- ended questions
• Make space for silence
• Paraphrase and summarise

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pay attention – limit distracts, eye contact but not too much, ‘mm’ to show you are listeningValidate feelings – Its ok to feel that way – Of course you would feel stressed in that situation NOT but you are smart.  Acknowledge their experience – sounds like you are feeling really sad about that. Sounds like you are feeling under a lot of pressure from us. Vs nothing to worry about you’ll be fine –Ask open ended questions: How does that make you feel. Tell me more about your worries about failing. Paraphrase and summaries – Putting together the main points of what the YP has said, try to avoid your own perspective. “tell me if I got this right… but I think you’re saying… “



Building Resilience
• Resilience is the ability to do well despite 

challenges in life. It helps us adapt successfully and 
bounce back from adversity, failure, conflict and 
disappointment.

• When faced with challenges and 
difficulties, resilient children still experience anger, 
grief and pain. But they can function and recover.

• We play an important role in promoting resilience in 
children. Our instinct is to support and protect, but 
no-one can escape stress, risks, adversities, and 
other challenges; they are part of being alive. In fact, 
a tolerable amount of all those things 
can help children develop resilience.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Two children can grow up in same community, similar family background and have very different outcomes. Experience adverse experiences and yet have very different outcome. We all need to build resilience. Relationships are the most impactful is the quality of relationships they children have. (background, socio economic status et cplay a role ) but most impactful is relationships. 



How to build resilience
Help children develop coping strategies
Coping strategies help us to deal with overwhelming 
feelings. Encourage children to find one, or more, that 
they can turn to. For example, they could try relaxation, 
exercise, journaling, music, or distraction techniques.

Support children to face specific challenges
Worries about everyday experiences are a good chance 
to help prepare children to face future challenges. For 
instance, you could support them in managing the 
anxiety about presenting their work in assembly.

Let children flex their muscles
Overprotecting them won’t help. Remember that a 
tolerable amount of stress is actually beneficial.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Modelling this to children. Avoiding anxiety just feeds into the anxiety – give them the skills to then confront their anxiety in small steps. AbiliWe all need to build resilience. We can all rise up from adversity. Relationships are the most impactful is the quality of relationships they children have. (background, socio economic status et cplay a role ) but most impactful is relationships. Resilient people accept that tough times will come. Suffering is part of every human existence – stop feeling discriminated against when tough times happen. Not what is shown in Instagram Focus attention on things they can change and accept the things they cannot. We are primed to notice the negative more than the positive. Helpful from an evolutionary perspective – need to notice the saba tooth tiger over a rainbow.  We are exposed to so much more threat than we used to. (gratitude)Ask the question is this helpful or harmful – is what i am doing helping or harming my attempt to pass exams etc. And then be kind to yourself. (social media can clean your feed). ty to bounce back – like a squishy ball – feel the stress and pressure and  bounce back. 



5 Ways to wellbeing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Perma model – positive psychology – Seligman proposed this model to define what is needed for flourishing wellbeing. Just as concerned with strength as weakness. A interested in building the best things in lide as in repairing the wost. Positive emotion – helps achieve and improve physical health. Feeling good – is important to wellbeing – think about what makes us feel good and make room for those. Engagement – help you to loose track of time: absorbed entirely in the moment – creates flow/ Relationship – We are social creates: we depend on one another to maintain healthy balance and perspective who brings you joy, peace and supportMeaning – what are worthwhile and meaningful – encourage us to think and feel beyond ourselves. Accomplishment- acknowledge the little success as cultivates resilience. Key to flourishing wellbeing – is focus on positive wellbeing. 



Things to try
Mindfulness, meditation, breathing

Sport, yoga, walking the dog, going outside

Creative arts- drawing, singing, trying something new/challenging

Spending time with loves ones, identifying safe people to talk to

Volunteering, giving your time/attention, engaging in the community



Breathing exercises
1. Box breathing
2. Diaphragmatic breathing
3. Lazy 8 breathing
4. Alternate nostril breathing

More breathing exercises

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stress response is also called your sympathetic nervous system – this is best known for its role in responding to dangerous or stressful situations: Affects Physical, behavioural and cognitive system: Physical Increased heart rate, tunnel visio, heaing loss, fast breathing, muscle tensions..Behaviours -  Want to run- tapping foot, snappyCognitive – Searching for threat even if not there Best way to combat it is to activate the Parasympathetic Nervous system. Slowing hear rat, breathing exercises, muscles relaxation. Not dangerous need this reposne to know what to do in dangerous situations. Anxiety / Stress: happens when there is no actual danger. Diaphragmhic breathingHand on chestEngage diaphragm muscle. Dome shaped muscle – the organs displace to make room for it.  More efficient way of breathing but also activates parsymaptheic nervous syste,

https://insighttimer.com/blog/relaxation-response/


Grounding exercises

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Helps you stay in the moment and avoids negative thinking. Can be done anywhere. Helps you stay in the moment and in control of your surroundings. - Start by breathing deeply Notice the detailsTouch – the denmi of your jeans, the smoothness of your skinHear – ticking clockSmell – clean scent of your clothes1 thing you can taste / emotion you can feel. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The bucket is our capacity for stress. The maximum amount we can manage before our mental wellbeing starts to sufferToo many stresses – our buckets start to overflow: Low mood, anxiety. Frustratsion. Need to let out some water: Usual coping strategies (spending time with frineds, family, goin to gym). Sometimes they get blocked – physical imjusry stops exercises. Or additional stressor Breavement / exams.Can add some new holes: Breathing techniques, grounding technique, relaxationBe aware of signs of stress buxket fullying up: take time to to notice what your signs are i.e. eating unhealthy. 





Resources



Kooth



Circle .
Most of the young people attending A&E for mental health 
support are dealing with anxiety, depression, self-harming 

behaviour and suicidality risks. The earlier a young person gets 
support for their mental health, the more effective that 

support will be.
That’s why Circle exists: to provide mental health support early, 

and prevent things getting worse.

Who is Circle for: Children and Young People aged 5-18 who 
are in active mental distress
What and Where: Young people can come in for advice, 
support, or just to talk, with drop-in or appointment-based 
services.
Circle, 46 South Ealing Road, Ealing
When: Open 365 days a yearwww.hfehmind.org.uk/get-support/service-for-

schools/support-for-children-young-people/circle/

http://www.hfehmind.org.uk/get-support/service-for-schools/support-for-children-young-people/circle/


Speak CAMHS



Supporting children's transition to secondary 
school (Anna Freud Centre)

https://www.annafreud.org/schools-and-colleges/resources/supporting-childrens-transition-to-secondary-school-guidance-for-parents-and-carers/?mc_cid=b97fc588ca&mc_eid=ec8bfa9827


Emily Callard
Mental Health Improvement Officer

Email: CallardE@ealing.gov.uk
Website: www.egfl.org.uk/health

mailto:RayfieldE@ealing.gov.uk
http://www.egfl.org.uk/health
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